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EDITORIAL
Hi Folks,
The Colour Code Series continues to be a success
with plently of numbers at the events.
Please note this issue will be my last, as I will
be going on holiday biking around NZ. I will be leaving Auckland
about August or September so this means that I will not be
available to do the August issue but will help out if necessary to
produce the July issue. Surely there must be plenty of volunteers
to do the magazine.
The job of the Editor is to collect the articles, put the magazine
together, take it to the printer to be printed. The mail labels and
the distribution can be done by the same editor or someone else.
The minimum requirement is to have a word-processor or typewriter.
It has been interesting and fun to doing the magazine, the whole
process as a editor had taught me more than I could tell, using a
word-processor and putting the magazine together with help from O
members when needed and a big thank you to my Father for helping me
with proof-reading some of the articles. I would like say a thank
you to the readers for submitting their articles to be printed and
wish the future editor well in the publication of the magazine.
Please send the articles to the current editor's address by Sat
20th June for the July issue.
Bye bye for now!
Mervyn Paitry

COMING EVENTS
Please note the full event is on page
directions to the events.
JUNE
Sun

7

while below gives

Churchill Park, St Heliers.

Sun 14 Whites Line, Woodhill Forest, Turn into Rimmers Rd from SH16
and follow signs to the event.
Sun 21 Crater Block, North side of Lake Rerewhakaatu off Sh38, 45 Km
from Rotorua.
Sun

21

Ambury Park, Mangere.

Sun 28 Matakawau, take turn off to Awhitu Peninsula before you
enter Waiuku town, follow signs to event, takes approx 15 minutes
from Waiuku.
JULY
Sun
5

One Tree Hill

Sun 19 Otakanini Topu, Woodhill Forest, turn off into Rimmer Rd
from SH16 towards Helensville and follow signs to event.
Sun

26

Training Day, Woodhill Forest, turn off into Rimmer Rd
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from SH16 towards Helensville and follow signs to event.
Sun

26

Raroa, Taupo-signposted Spa Rd-Broadlands Rd.

NORTH WEST NEWS
*

We have a number of new people join the club this
month. Welcome to Matt Tuck, Pakuranga; Robert Murphy,
Howick; and Melissa Frith and Joanna Hogan from
Rutherford High School.

*

The North Harbour Schools Competition is starting to
hot up with keen rivalry starting to emerge amongst
the various schools taking part. After two events
Rutherford High School still has a slight edge over Birkenhead
College. Next event in this competition is June 14 on Whites
Line.

*

Great to see the number of entries received for Queens Birthday
Weekend, especially after the on-again off-again problems the
club had with maps, format etc earlier in the year. Encouraging
to see that quite a few new club members are taking part.
Multi day events are fun and a good way to meet people from all
around the country. Hope you enjoy the event.

*

Quite a few hardy souls travelled to Egmont to run in the North
Island Champs. Wrapped up in Polyprop clothing just below the
snowline sounds like a fun scene. North West winners were Dave
Middleton, Geoff Mead, Marquita Gelderman and Lorri O'Brien.
2nd's to Peter Ambler, Charlotte Hood and Maurice Penney, and
3rd's to Sasha Middleton and Christine Crate.

*

This month will see several club members departing for Europe
and various events over there. Keith and Lesley Stone are going
trekking in Greece and then Keith is trekking through
Switzerland while Lesley travels to Sweden and the Holy Grail of
orienteering - O'Ringen. Also at O'Ringen will be Rob Garden and
Matt Tuck who is also running in the World Junior Champs in
Finland. Good Luck to all of you and try not to flaunt your sun
tans when you return!

*

After three events in the Colour series some of the courses are
showing very close results, although some people were able to
capitalise on absences at Egmont to gain a few points advantage.
On Red Short Rolf Wagner is only 2 points ahead of Colin Tait,
while there is a three-way tie on White between Lynette Watson,
Penny Whitaker and Amelia Hancock. Look for the full results at
Colour Code 4 at Taurangaruru.

*

The club has recieved a grant from the Waitakere City Council
which will be used to purchase copies of the recent Mountain
Safety Council manual on Orienteering. These will be distributed
to all West Auckland Intermediate Schools and selected Primary
schools. Thank you Waitakere City.

*

The North West Club Champs this year will be held in conjunction
with OY5 on August 30th at Waiuku. Keep this date free.

*

The July club meeting will be at Glen & Dave Middleton's home,
24 Shanaway Rise, Glenfield on Thursday 2nd. All welcome.
North West Newshound
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SOUTH AUCKLAND
GOSSIP CORNER
#

This month has very quiet with little or no
orienteering by anyone(staying home in front of
the fire I'd imagine) even though there seems to
be a lot of under cover sort of thing everyone
is doing anything except orienteering. Oh well
thats life!

#

Phyl Snedden las lost some very sentimental valuable pieces of
equipment. These bit of equipment are decribed as 2 yellow pole,
one 6ft pole and one 4ft pole. If you know where these poles are
lurking give Phyl a ring(09)235-9609.

#

While we've got Snedden on the brain I'd like to wish Sue
Snedden good luck for her little holiday where I do know, except
she is going over the big wide ocean.

#

Jim and Phyl are also going on a little bit of a holiday as
well. They are going to Las Vegas for something called the
firemans games???(did I get it right guys). While they are there
Jim is runnimg a half marathon and they are both rafting down
the Grand Canyon. Good luck with your run Jim and come back
rearing to go and beat Alistair Landels.

#

For those people who don't already know, some of the events
South Auckland had planned have hit the dust. So forget the
following events:
Sun
6th May
Waiuku
Sun
4th Oct unknown

#

Congratulations must go to Roger Hiscock for a great job a
course setting. Even though I did not go myself I heard great
things about the event. Good on ya Roger.

#

And finally some result from THE GREAT DAY O. Tania Robinson
finished 2nd in W21E while Robbie won his grade(45+). Just goes
to show that Bruce Forsyth's game is not restricted to TV.

#

Thats it for this month and any info please ring Daniel Steven
294-8181.
South Auckland Gossip

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
KEEP GOING YOU'RE DOING FINE
'Slow down and think' was the catch cry when I
wrote to Rowena a year ago. I did and it worked.
New advice is now requested.
After some minor success and some major crashes, physically and
figuratively, I am left wondering how to balance lack of breath,
sweaty eyes, fuzzy map, confused mind, tired legs, muddy hands,
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twisted ankles and urge to win. While the achievements of finding
controls where they should be have regularly been like shots of
adrenalin, the even more regular loss of direction and extreme
difficulties have left so much room for improvement that I have to
keep going. The challenge to succeed remains strong.
Specifically, I want to discover the key to solving the fun and
mysteries of such situations as:
- contour lines which leave me wandering whether I'm
going up or down.
- the Waiuku sandhills at midnight
- Shakespear controls via the tangled vines
- transposing the wrong control numbers onto my clip
card
- deciding to run course 3 but using the master map
for course 2
- 'interesting' control in the Temu Rd new pine growth
and, most importantly, probably because I'm so
stupid,
- live electric fences which catch in the crutch
Eventually I'll learn
Yours
N.W. Not-quite-such-a-Novice.
Dear Mervyn,
The Easter 4-Day event recently hosted by Wellington, Wairarapa and
Hutt Valley clubs offered a new option in the entry fee structure namely and reduced rate for "unwaged" adult orienteers.
This seems to me be a fair and generous provision at a time when
unemployment is rife and single income families are common. Of
course, well-heeled ladies and gentlemen of leisure are still free
to pay the full rate:- it's a conscience thing.
Also full marks for the creche tents provided at the above events.
With the recent baby boom among NZ orienteers, perhaps we can look
at providing a shelter tent for D.I.Y. creches at major Auckland O
events (ie Oy's or badge events).
Yours sincerely
Lisa Mead

FROM THE
ARCHIVES
Ye Olde Woodhill(where the Aust/NZ Relays were
held) was the scene for the Jun 82 OY. The M43
results are worth recalling with R Kitchener,
W Bottemley, J Denyer, J Fettes and A Brewis in
the top places and in the M56 Dave Morrison and Norm Ryder featured
in the placings behind B Murphy.
The major event of the month was the Selection Trials on Kaahu near
Whakamaru-the first use of one of my favourite maps - two areas of
forest separated by farmland all in 3Km?. The results read like a
-5-

Who's who of NZ orienteering John Rix beat Ross Brighouse(after
finishing second to Ross in the previous three Auckland OY's). Then
came Kevin Ireland, David Miller(Australia), Rob Garden and David
Melrose. Trish Aspin, Linda Ball and Phylis Snedden filled top
places in the W21 event(Katie Fettes 4th) and Wayne Aspin won the
M35. In the M50 grade the first seven finishers qualified with
golds.
The final week-end of the month was at Waiuku on the South Auckland
first coloured map which is now mostly mined. This was a Promotion
Event following a Training Day organised on Saturday by John Rix,
Phylis Snedden and Ross Brighouse. How many hours/days have they
contributed to orienteering over the years? Among the promising
Juniors were Robert Jessop, Jeanine Browne, Jan Davies and Katie
Fettes!
Ken Browne
ORIENTEERING/MARATHON

COMPETITORS

I travelled to Rotorua to watch Jeanine complete her first marathon
in 3.58. She had estimated her time as 4.15 so was wrapped to
average 5.00Km rate. The local papers 28 page supplement contained
a fund of information some of interest to orienteers.
The outstanding orienteers would be John Robinson who won in
1966(when he beat the well known Jack Forter) and again in 1968, he
won the World Veteran Title in Germany and also the original Wiri
Marathon when he passed me twice in my painful effort. The womens
Fletcher winner in 1978 and 1981 was NW club orienteer Christine
Munro. In age group sections the fastest M40 was Eddie
Stallard(1968) and 1973 when he was top M45.
Gary Siylmore, South Auckland, has now completed 25 marathons, 10
of them Fletchers, Alan Reeves has been a regular competitor and
Ian McInlay finished his third this year.
In pre orienteering days Ralph King was one of NZ's best. He has
done thirty marathons winning the Owairaka twice. He was nominated
for two Olympic games in 1952 and 1956 and has a best time of 2.27.
Among the South Aucklanders who have completed marathons(and there
are probably others) are Ray Sheldon, Jackie Sheldon(Honalulu), Jim
Snedden, Val Robinson, Phil Melsop, Ken Browne, Rosemary Gatland,
Barbara Moore, Gordon Evans, Anne McKay, Dave Godfrey and among
other club Ann Cyprian and Ann Audian who was NZ orienteering rep
as Ann Garret.
Ken Browne

THE TREASURE HUNT
by Kath Beattie
(A story of Orienteering by Enid Blighted's Famous Five)
TREKS we called ourselves. All very cloak and daggerish. And clever
we smiled before the start. E brought it up. She also supplied the
plastic bag for our map. Just as well because it was raining. Like
RAINING. I mean I had brought hot coffee and the other all sorts of
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eats for afters or a pair of spare socks for now. S had even
brought her umbrella. But what E and the rest of us didn't know was
that there was ANOTHER map. The master map. We were novices at this
orienteering you see.
We knew contestants ran all over hillsides and bogs with maps and
compasses and found control points where they clipped their tickets
like concession bus trips but we had no idea there were skills and
rules and mysteries. And no-one thought to inform us. I mean you'd
think they would when a group of five presented itself with the
title of TREKS and everyone else was running solo.
Mind you I had no intention of running. E and R(who have both run
the Kelper) and yours truly (who is not a Kelper runner more like
an aging turtle) had just had a week of tramping up every valley
and mountain in Central Otago. And I was exhausted from keeping up
with their walking. I must say through my body was no longer aching
and the steep farm land and bush of Bethunes Gully in Dunedin
appeared remarkably defeatable.
We chose the beginners' course, got out our glasses and peered
through prisms of water at what seemed to be a Monet.... or it
could have been a Van Gogh from the blue period. R said, 'We have
to find a boundary fence with scrub.' We could all see better
without our spectacles and found five boundary fences lined with
scrub. T just took off. We all followed somewhat like ducklings
both in sound and sight.
There was much quacking...how do we know where to go... I mean
where does it say which is the first one.. T says she saw someone
else go here and they had the same map...look here's a control...is
that our number?... a letter!... ours have got numbers... I reckon
beginners will have an easy one...after all it's only a twenty
minute course...it wouldn't be up there R
OK you go and see I'm
going to look at these numbers...but that's over the deer fence...
found it. FOUND IT!. (EVERYONE heard that. A few other (solo)
beginners raced over and we jostled for clipping wet tickets).
Hidden in here. Look. Great we've got one!...And the twenty minutes
is up. (what a spoil sport some folk can be sometimes)...But HOW do
we know where to go NOW?
We raced past cows over fences through ditches, we climbed strainer
posts fell in mud holes brushed through dripping broom and gorse,
we jogged up sheep tracks hunted under a buliding(even I could see
that blob on the map) and scrambled along a 'stream' where the
grass grew over my head. We were soaked and muddy and amazingly
cheerful. The map was covered in frayed holes where we all insisted
on poking our numb fingers. The clipping-ticket which I kept in the
depths of my japara pocket looked like a string of chewed ensilage.
But finally we found all the control points. I mean like ALL the
control points... for the five or six different courses that had
been set out. And like conquerors from an ancient jousting we raced
to the finish. It had taken an hour and fifteen minutes.
The organisers were amazed. They didn't even know we had started.
Never mind we had some of that hot coffee and scroggin and set off
again on the grade two course(recommended for school children),
this time with the added assistance of the master map and some
advice from helpful bystanders.
Spurred on by hunger pangs and the anticipation of barbequed
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sauages sizzling in the rain we sprinted to the tent for a start
time(we were learning you see). Then to the master map. Whoops...
we got called back. Not till you start ladies!! Ready set go. We
had our bifocals out this time and all lent over each other giving
orders and grabbing the biro from each other... higher up...we go
higher up there.. some there's some bush.. here let me do it!
What's the first number. Great! I know where that is! Oh I tell you
we did that course in almost record time. We KNEW where all those
numbers were... or most of them. It made the map reading a breeze.
Track? Don't worry about the track I saw that number last time
right up by that gate. Let's just dash up there. OK OK give me the
ticket and I'll run there and you lot find the next one and give me
shout
We did run around in the pines a bit. At least it wasn't wet in
there. And a very red man ran past us in completely the wrong
direction and we never said a word. Neither did he. That's part of
the rules we realised,
E saw the results in the daily paper the following week. Thank
goodness we only had our initials. What's more when we got back to
the start the schoolboys ahead of us had just eaten the last
sausage.
S said 'It was sort of like a giant Treasure Hunt wasn't it. A
lotto draw in Bethunes Gully...think of a number and find it! At
least bungy jumping you know which way y'going. And y'don't get as
wet.'
Fun? 'Course it was fun. Hilarious. A real

experience!'

What else COULD we say.

TIMES SQUARE
CROSSING
Colour-Coded Event
Kiwitahi 10/5/92
Red Short 5.4Km
Copy course
2.30
S - 1
3.00
1 - 2
8.55
2 - 3
12.23
3 - 4
6.25
4 - 5
6.35
5 - 6
4.18
6 - 7
4.09
7 - 8
6.46
8 - 9
7.38
9 - 10
3.43
10 - F
0.42
Total
Embarrassed

POINTS

*.

Strainer post
Fence

batton

Fence

post

* Strainer post
* Fence post
* Between wires

67.05

DO

NOT

battons

W35

Lisa Mead
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cross
or

fence

jump

off

over
top

wire.

AOA NEWS
The orienteering year is starting to gain momentum now with an
event every weekend, sometimes two.
The last of the Colour Code series is being organised by the
development squard in Woodhill. Attendances have in the main been
good and the AOA will be looking at this concept at their next
meetings. If you have any ideas make sure you discuss them at your
own club meeting so that they can be passed on to us.
South Auckland have a busy time ahead with OY1, and both the
Auckland and New Zealand Secondary Schools Championships on the
programme. While the club is numerically small I know that they
will accept the challenge and handle these events well. It will be
interesting to see just how many schools take part in the champs
and whether the standard of orienteering has improved over the last
few years.
The OY Series is an annual competition and always attracts large
numbers of competitors not only from the Auckland clubs, but other
areas as well. Whangarei will be organising OY4 on their ever
popular Phoebes Lake map. Here's hoping they can keep the pollen
under control! For a run down on how this series works see
elsewhere in the magazine.
Schools in Auckland have been bombarded with information on
orienteering lately. Every Secondary school was sent a number of
handouts for pupils promoting the sport and suggesting three local
events at which they could have a go. Those in the North harbour
were sent information about their inter-school competition. Entry
forms were posted out for the Auckland and NZ Champs, and a
training day is coming up in July for those pupils who are
interested. On top all that North West is supplying local
Intermediate schools with a free copy of Peter Wilson's manual on
Orienteering. Let's hope we see some spin off from all this
promotion.
The last OY and the Auckalnd Short 'O' Champs will be held later in
the year and as these events come under AOA jurisdiction we have
decided the format to be used. Would the clubs involved please take
note of the requirements printed elsewhere in this magazine. Any
other Short 'O' events may be run with different variations if you
desire.
Lesley Stone - Chairman
SHORT O's
The AOA recommendations for the 1992 Auckland Short O Champs and
for OY7 are as follow:
Both races are to count
The results of the morning race decides the start order of the
afternoon race with the fastest on each course to start last.
Start intervals will be 2 minutes except for the morning race
of OY7 as this is not a pre-entry event.
The first start in the afternoon is to be 2.5 hours after the
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first morning start.
The following courses are to include the following grades and
the winning times are 15 minutes per rrace on course 7, and
20-25 minutes per race for courses 1-6.
C1:
C2:
C3:
C4:
C5:
C6:
C7:

M21E, W21E, M35A
M19-34A, M40-49A
W19-34A, M50A, M17A
M55+A, W17A, M15A, W40-49A, M21B
W50+A, W15A, W21B, M35+B
W35+B, M12-14A, W12-14A, M21C, W21C, M15-20B, W15-20B
M12-14B, W12-14B, M10, W10, Kiwisport
Rob Garden, AOA Technical Officer

PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA - EASTER 1993
For those of you who are contemplating the 9th- 17th April 1993 7
Day Event the Following information may assist.
AIRFARES

AIR NEW ZEALAND

NZ$1045 RETURN (group booking price)

BRITISH AIRWAYS

NZ$1154 RETURN (

"

"

"

)

Air New Zealand fares can be fixed with an early deposit.
TRANSPORT 1) 8 seater mini-van AUS$86 per day including mileage and
insurance, tax of 1.8% extra.
2) Campervans - 2 berth AUS$132 per day
- 4 berth AUS$157 per day
ACCOMODATION
Noalimba Accommodation Centre
12km from Perth - approx AUS$30, dinner, bed and
breakfast
York - centre for Days 2-5, social event Saturday
evening, no special details of accommodation.
Fairbridge - AUS/NZ Challenge Days 6-7 AUS$12 per night
for bed - various
A suggested Bus/Van Tour Itinerary is found in the MapSport
magazine, Autumn issue 1992, page 3.
Start planning now
Maurice Penney
Ph (09) 376-4116

NOTICES
REDUCED TO CLEAR
Orienteering T-shirts
North West Grey Sweatshirts

$10
$14

Apply at registration at any North West event.
SCHOOL'S TRAINING
Training will be available for Secondary School children on June
14th in conjunction with the Colour Code event using White's Line.
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Schools have been notified and a registration fee of $3 is
required for each participant. The fullcost is $6 which includes a
run on a colour code course. The proposed program is 10am-12.30pm
training followed by a break for lunch followed by a run on a
course. Queries to Ann Fettes 827-5358.
COACH TRAINING, COURSE SETTING
We are in the process of setting up meetings with Michael Wood in
the middle of July to give us some guidance in these areas. Please
let me know if you are interested in these areas, or others where
Michael's position as coaching director can be used.
Ann Fettes
LATEST NEWS !!!!
LATEST NEWS
!!!!
LATEST NEWS !!!!!
Alistair Landels, who along with Katie Fettes convincingly won the
Asian Pacific Orienteering titles in Japan, also won the Short-O
and was first home in the relay. Now he has finished 16th in World
Cup No 3 in Russia. In an event where the strong orienteering
countries can start 6 runners, there is greater depth than in a
World Champs, and Alistair showed he is truly world class by being
6 mins behind the winner but only 3 minutes and 10 secs behind
second place. The event was held on sand terrain, and he beat the
whole Swiss team, gold medalists in the World Champs relay in 1991.
In Finland Alistair finished 23rd in the Short-O A final on a very
complex map, in a country he has never orienteered in before. In
Sweden he was 46th 18 minutes behind the winner in a new relay
style race, which has a mass start, and a number of loops that had
everyone through the finish 4 times. Alistair said it was not till
half way through the second loop that he knew who was going the
same way.
Katie had a dissapointing week with 49th in the Russian event her
best placing. She said the orienteering was extremely technical in
all three events, and felt she was out of practice on this type of
terrain.
Rob Garden
Whatever Happened to the Auckland University Orienteering Club??
With the apparent success of last years University winter
tournament set up by the Canterbury University Orienteering Club,
one could be forgiven for wondering the fate of the Orienteering
club at NZ's biggest University-Auckland. So I guess this article
is written with the aim of explaining what happening and why!!
The club was set up in 1988 by enthusiastic students who were
already Orienteering with other clubs. A committee was set up and
the club was affiliated to the Auckland University Students
Association(AUSA), the AOA and NZOF. Eventually, with Central O
Club's support, several events were held at the Auckland Domain. A
grant was received from the AUSA, and a black and white map of the
campus was produced.
So, why hasn't the club become a resounding success??? With a huge
population of energetic young people to pick from, finding members
to run a sports club should not be a problem.
To get any club off the ground requires a small group of
-11

enthusiatic people willing to put time and effort into its
formation. The problem with the AUOC is that most of the people who
have been involved were already very active within other clubs. As
all Orienteers know,being an active club member can take a lot of
work, and there is only a certain amount of time that people are
willing to put into the sport.
Add to this fact that in todays economic climate, it doesn't pay to
fail and therefore study takes priority.
In addition, many people of University age who are serious about O
are striving for or have reached elite level so that training takes
up a lot of time pressures that have resulted in the clubs lack of
growth.
Unfortunely the time has come when those of us who have kept the
club in existence over the last few years have finally passed
enough papers to be able to leave. In short, unless someone is
willing to take over the running of the club is folding!!!
AUOC has a black and white map and some finances. So if anyone
reading this becomes enthused and wants to kick-start the club into
action again they can contact me in the near future ie before I
officially write to close the club.
Perhaps the biggest shame is that in 1991 Orienteering started as a
sport at the Winter tournament and unless someone is willing to
organize the event in Auckland this year, the sport will be
discontinued in future years.
signed
Acting Patron, President, Secretary and Treasurer of the AUOC
Rolf Boswell

Orienteering

299-9671

Technique

Orienteering can be very difficult if you don't quite know how to go about it.
The following is a method that I use. When applied to each leg, and used in
conjunction with a few commonsense 'rules'. You will find that those large
errors (5 mins+), are eliminated This method will work for anyone - given a
bit of experience, and the mental committment to apply it for 100% of the
course.
In Orienteering' practice does not always make perfect', because bad
habits may be reinforced. This is why it is important to have a system ,which
is fundamentally sound , to act as a base on which to build further
techniques.
Being aware of this technique is about 10% helpful. But practicing it in the
terrain with the help of a coach makes it 100% useful.
Here are a few "COMMON SENSE RULES"
1.
Always orientate the map if you are going to relate it to the terrain.
2.
Always take the fist few legs nice and easy so as to get into the map
quickly and eliminate the possibility of an early mistake.
3.
Ignore other competitors.
4.
Pace yourself physically - mistakes come thick and fast once you
become exhausted.
-12-

5.
6.

Make simple route choices. It's a good idea to go by a slightly longer
route to go past some more distinctive features.
MAKE IT EASY FOR YOURSELF.
Thumb the map at all times.
THE METHOD

As soon as I pick up a map, (in a pre-marked-map race), I look for certain
things about the course, in a pre-determined order. The order looks at one
leg at a time, and works backwards from the control, before moving on to
the next leg for processing.
This is the order of operations:
(from the very first glance)
1 a. Pick up the map and look breifly over the whole course, noting any
very hard and/or route choice legs (these will need extra time to plan)
1.
Look at the first control. What is it ? What is around it ?
2.
What is the attack point ?
3.
What is the route to the attack point.
4.
And therefore what is the exit direction from the previous control or
start triangle ?
Having processed this information, you can start moving away from the start
triangle in the direction you have chosen (your compass will be handy here)
along the route you have chosen. W h e n you are totally happy about the leg
you are on, take some time to plan ahead for the next leg or couple of legs
ie. apply the set of 4 questions above. Planning ahead is best done early to
mid way through a leg so as to stay clear of the fine navigation towards the
e n d . You will find that once you have processed the information for a leg,
although you will temporarily forget it, it will only take a quick glance to jog
your memory.
This system fits very nicely into the technique of TRAFFIC LIGHTING.
That is breaking a leg up into three sections according to the varying
difficulty of the sections. Green is the first part of the leg where only rough
map contact is needed. This usually means you can run faster aswell.
Because this part of the leg is relatively easy, it is a good time to devote to
finalising the rest of the current leg and planning the next one.
Orange is the next part of the l e g - u p to your attack point. Because it is
trickier you should go with more caution, maintain stronger map contact, and
look around the terrain more. Try not to plan ahead here, unless y o u
haven't had a chance to, in which case it's a good idea to walk while you do
it. Finally there's red - the fine navigation from attack point to control
WARNING; Some legs may not have a particular colour-section to t h e m ; Agrade legs may not have a green and/or orange section.
Finally a quote from a very good Orienteer, Egil Jorgen Hakan Kent Fluhman
Sagvolden Tveite Funk: "If you are not looking at your map, compass, or all
around, then you are doing something wrong".
Philip W o o d
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NZOF VICE CHAIRPERSON
The Management Committee has its full quota of four again with Athol
Lonsdale from Taupo as the new Vice Chairperson. Athol has had
experience with skiing administration at a national level so will be
able to transfer ideas and knowledge from that, as well as having
involvement at club level as President of the Taupo Orienteering Club.

SILVA ORIENTEERING

CHALLENGE

AWARD

The Silva Orienteering Challenge award for 1991 was presented to Judy
Martin at the NZOF Annual General Meeting by Michael Proctor, the
General Manager of Ampro Sales Limited (NZ agents for Silva)
Judy received the award for her work in promotion of orienteering in new
areas, especially in the Nelson/Marlborough area. The original
nomination was for a joint award to Judy Martin and Laurie Baxter but
Laurie received the award already in 1989.

AMPRO

SALES

AWARD

The Ampro Sales Compass Award for 1991 went to Kapiti Havoc which was
the club (which hadn't received the award previously) with the largest
percentage increase in membership. Michael Proctor presented Lowell
Manning with the box of Silva compasses at the AGM.

HONORARY LIKE MEMBERS
Congratulations to Terry Brighouse and John Davies who were made
Honorary Life members of the NZ Orienteering Federation at the AGM.
Both Terry and John have been involved with orienteering at club and
Natinal level since the early 1970's and have had a number of years on
the NZOF Management Committee. The next Mapsport will have more about
their histories

BRIGHOUSE TROPHY
The Brighouse Trophy for 1991 has been awarded to Peter Ambler. Max
Kerison was a close contender

1991 COURSE SETTING
The results of
AGM:
Silva Trophy:
2nd:
3rd:

COMPETITION

the 1991 Course Setting Competition were announced at the
Bob Murphy
Bruce Collins
Joy Talbot

NWOC
Hamilton
PAPO

Currie Trophy: Andrea McDiarmid SOC
2nd: Paul Harrington TOPS
Hamilton Orienteering Club are organising the 1992 Course Setting
Competition. Details will be distributed to clubs soon.
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APOC

DELEGATES

Alan and Helen Carmen from Dunedin Orienteering Club attended APOC in
Japan. They were NZOF delegates to two meetings being held there - one
for representatives of all APOC countries to formalise the APOC rules,
and a meeting of the IOF Development and Promotion Committee.

COACHING

DIRECTOR

APPOINTMENT

Congratulations to Michael Wood who has been appointed Coaching Director
until April 1993. He will continue with his good work with the coaching
network and Junior Training Camps. His work is supported by funding from
the Hillary Commission.

NZOF CONTROLLERS

SEMINAR 1992

Please note: The enrolment date for the NZOF Controller's Seminar to be
held at Flock House in August has been brought forward to 25 May 1992.
Please register youir interest with Ken Holst by this date so he can
confirm bookings with Flock House.

NZOF

AFFILIATIONS

The first instalment was due on 30 April. When sending affiliations to
the Treasurer please list details of all members (including members of
families) in the following order:
Surname
First Name
Address
Phone
Birthdate
Sex

HILLARY

COMMISSION

FUNDING

The application to the Hillary Commission for funding for 1992/93 is due
on 3 July 1992 - two months earlier than last year. If clubs or
individuals have input for this application it needs to be with the NZOF
Secretary as soon as possible.
The Management Committee is discussing our application on 22/23 May so
it would be helpful to have all ideas before then.

P O Box 18836
New Brighton
Christchurch
Ph 0-3-388 0798

Chrissie Williams
NZOF Secretary

Hillary Commission
FOR

RECREATION

AND

SPORT
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The New Zealand Orienteering
Federation acknowledges the
support of the Hillary Commission

Ideas: orienteering for the very young
The outdoors is an invaluable resource in a child's future. We must give the "littlies"
the chance to get to get to know it as a rich recreational park and, in an environmental
context, as part of the very foundation of their future existence. Children must be
encouraged from an early age to participate in activities that can give them good, happy
experiences and adventures.
This leaflet of ideas can benefit anyone who is in the position of being able to
introduce children to nature and the outdoors.
In accordance with the Norwegian Federation of Sport's recommendations for
children's sport, the Norwegian Orienteering Federation has decided that all children
under 10 should be offered kids' activities, without timing, at all orienteering events.
The organiser should endeavour to organise the kids' activity such that it be:
— On the child's own terms. Children should be allowed to develop themselves and
use their own imagination and creativity.
— Non-competitive, with the emphasis on fun.
— Varied and provide opportunities for success.
What the children are offered should be of high quality.
Through orienteering play children should get a positive attitude to the environment and
see the value of being out in the outdoors.

Use existing maps
With the help of a colour photocopying machine a normal orienteering map can be blown
up and copied. Thus the colours can be retained, but the scale made suitable for
children. This makes an excellent map for Kids' events.
The disadvantage with this method is the expense.
Good scales for Kids' maps are 1:2000-1:5000.
— maps of schools
— maps of local areas and parks
Think about the needs of Kids'/novices when the club is starting work on new mapping
projects.

Make your own map
Children under 10 have the same demands for quality maps as competitive orienteers.
At the same time Kids' maps must be made simple.
— The map can be a freehand drawing of for example a start/finish area, drawn in three
dimensions as the upper illustration shows. Fig 1
— The map can be coloured in by the organiser or by the children themselves. A
coloured map is more inviting, and makes the kids want to participate.
-16-

— By showing two maps, two and three dimensional, children get an insight into how
an orienteering map is made (Middle illustrations). Fig 2.
— The kids can also get maps that are not quite finished. They have to complete the
maps themselves to orienteer with . Simple details are left out, and must be drawn in.
They should be obvious and easy. For example buildings in the start/finish area, roads,
streams etc. Children can also colour in their own maps from a finished version.
— By working on their own maps, the children get a feeling of ownership about them.
They learn, feel happy about the concept of maps, and the activity is fun. Moreover they
can talk to the organiser or each other about maps and map features.
Remember Maps for Kids should have map cases.

Use a camera
Preparations: Fig 3.
Take a series of pictures of features round the start/finish area. The pictures should be
clear and include enough of the surroundings so that they are easy to recognise.
Point-to-Point Course:
A picture of control 1 is hung at the start. The children look around, recognise what the
picture is of and run to the control. There they find a picture of control 2, and so on.
It is important to have punches on the controls. Paper controls arc recommended. They
are the right size.
Noticeboard:
Pictures of features from the start/finish area are posted on a noticeboard. The controls
can be found in any order. As a variation the controls can have points allotted. They
can be memorised singly, in pairs or more.
Photo-orienteering trains the ability to convert from depiction to reality. Photo-O is a
good variation to offer the kids.

Use your imagination
It is important to vary what is offered to the kids. Children need excitement and
challenges so that they don't become bored. They don't get the excitement of
competition, so it is important to use your imagination to make the activities exciting.
Here are some suggestions:
— Point out mapping symbols on an enlarged map: road, track, etc.
— Manned controls with different tasks, e.g. obstacle course, balance problems, coitthrowing etc.
— Objects that don't belong in the wild are placed along a line. The children look and
find the objects.
— Small paper controls are laid along a line. If the youngsters can count, they can work
out how many controls there are. If they can't count, it is still fun to find the controls.
— Questions at the controls. For example, what son of tree is the control hanging
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from?
— Collect a leaf, blade of grass etc.
— Treasure hunt in conjunction with the course.
Marked Course Orienteering:
The most common event for kids is the taped course of about 1 km. If the course is
intended for everyone, it must be especially well marked, so that no one gets lost.
If the course can't be marked out in full, the controls can be so close together so that
they can see from one to the next. This can be exciting, but the emphasis must be on
safety and feeling secure.
Fig 4

Use string
A 1-1.5 km long string is set out in the terrain. It corresponds for the children to the
marked course, but the organiser has more choices with the help of string than with tape.
The course of the string with the controls is drawn in on the map.
Along the string course controls are placed on obvious features, path junction, boulder,
building etc. These controls should have control codes that correspond to the codes on
the control descriptions. In addition extra controls are set out as dummy controls.
These have codes that don't correspond to those on the control descriptions.
The children should punch the correct controls. For each control they get right they get a
point.
Orienteering with dummy controls can be too hard for small children, but is suitable
when there are adults with the children.
Children find it reassuring to run along a string. There is then no risk of them getting
lost. But the string can be laid in such a way there is the option of leaving it, following a
definite handrail and thereby making the route to the control shorter. The string then acts
as a catching feature.
To master this, the children have to learn to keep map contact. For example, stop when
the string meets a road, path or bank. Here they have to weigh up possible route
choices.
String orienteering demands rather more in-put from the organiser, but gives children a
greater challenge and more excitement.

Use stars
Star orienteering can be used to advantage where the Kids' event has to take place in the
start/finish area. The children can find the controls alone, and they are sure of where
they are the whole time.
One control at a time is drawn in. The children have to go back to the start after
punching each control to draw in a new one on their map.
Marked course and star orienteering can easily be combined For example the first 2-3
-18-

controls can be star orienteering, while they then go on to a marked course.
Hidden-O
— Place a string round an area.
— Hang up a certain number of controls inside the string. The controls are drawn in on
the map.
— Let the children run and find the controls. Perhaps they can note what feature the
control is on.
— The string gives a feeling of security. It shouldn't be crossed.
Control marking
The controls should be distinguishable from normal O-controls. The controls are
marked with figures that correspond to ones on the control descriptions.
To find the control and punch it is the great experience.
The controls can be marked with animal pictures without them being on the control
descriptions. The task then is to remember which animal they have seen on the controls.
Choose well-known animals.

Organisation
Times aren't taken for participants in Kids' events, but they must be checked off at the
start andfinishlike other O-competitors.
Start and finish are situated near the main start/finish area, but the activity must be kept
away from road traffic and the run-in of the main event.
Kids also enjoy running under afinishbanner.
Kids can start alone, in pairs, or with adults, depending on their preference and
maturity.
Kids also appreciate drinks controls.
Entry fees for kids should be low, 10-15 Kroner ($NZ 3-5!).
All kids must get prizes.
Diplomas and stick-on badges can be ordered from NOF.
Whoever has responsibility for Kids' activities at an event should have experience of and
knowledge of how to teach children. Place the emphasis on quality for these activities.
Remember Children are the future of the sport of orienteering.
From Idéhefte:orienteering for de minste
(Norwegian Orienteering Federation),
translated by Rick McGregor, April
1992.
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Lag egne kart
Barn under 10 år har
krav på kartkvalitet
på lik linje med konkurranselopere. Alli¬
kevel må småtrollkart lages enkle.
- Kartet kanvære en frihåndstegning av f.eks. en
samlingsplass, laget tredi¬
mensjonalt slik overste
illustrasjon viser.
- Kartet kan fargelegges
av arrangor eller barna
selv. Et farget kart blir
mer innbydende, og ska¬
per lyst til aktivitet.
- Ved å vise to kart, to og
tredimensjonalt, får barna
innblikk i hvordan et O
kart er oppbygd.
Fig 2
Midtre illustrasjoner.
- Småtrollene kan også få
kart som ikke er helt fer¬
dige. De skal selv gjore
klar kartet for orientering.
Enkelte detaljer er utelatt,
og må tegnes inn. De må
være tydelige og lette.
F.eks. bygning på samlingsplass, vei, bekk osv.
Barn Kan også fargelegge
eget kart ved å se på ferFig 3
dig modell.
- ved å arbeide med eget
kart, får barna et eierfor¬
hold til kartet sitt. De
lærer, får trygghet i for¬
hold til begrepet kart og
aktiviteten er morsom.
De kan dessuten prate
med arrangor eller forel¬
dre om kart og kartdetal¬
jer.
Husk: Kart for Småtroll
må ha plastomslag!

Fig 1

tredimensjonalt

Fig

4.
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KATIE AND ALISTAIR WIN GOLD IN JAPAN
Excellent runs in the classic race at the Asia Pacific Championships
south of Tokyo gave both Katie and Alistair winning margins of around
4 minutes.
H21E
11.6 km 480m
D21E
7.1km
260m
1.
2.
3.
4.
9.

A.Landels
1.10.15
T.Kornmo NOR 1.14.12
K.Kushimada JAP 1.14.22
T. de St.Croix CAN 1.20.21
P.Hill
NZ 1.26.07

1. K.Fettes
2. A.Hogsrun
3. L.Fairfax

NOR
AUS

51.32
55.56
58.39

Alistair writes: Map was on the slopes of Mt.Fufi, eroded hillside
making complex contours with many ditches and gullies. Generally open
fast forest with distinct patches of green. Moderate track network,
some felled areas and occasional housing and tea plantations. Ground
was very soft underfoot. There were significant areas of thinnings,
and numerous route choices.
The same map was used for the Short-O race. Alistair again had a
perfect run to win by 2.24 minutes, Peter Hill came 17th. Katie made
some mistakes and came second behind the Norwegian girl but ahead of
Louise so was APOC champion.
H21E

4.1km

110m

1.A.Landels
NZ
2. T.de St.Croix CAN
3. K.Kushimada
JAP
4. J.Vetter
SWI

D21E
20.55
23.19
24.44
25.21

3.4km

1. A.Hogsrun
2. K.Fettes
3. L.Fairfax

NOR
NZ
AUS

20.58
22.14
22.45

Katie and Alistair were fully funded for their trip by the Japanese.
Other sponsored guests were the two Norwegians, Ted de St.Croix from
Canada and Sharon Crawford from the United States.
Katie writes: I have nothing but happy memories of Japan. We were
treated like royalty. After two nights in Tokyo at Colin Martin's
apartment we took the train south to Shinfuji where we were met and
driven to a bed-and-breakfast place. Our stay there was fantastic.
Mattresses rolled out onto the floor and we ate sitting on cushions
round a two foot highbtable. The food included lots of raw fish, rice
and ginger root - the Norwegians didn't like the food much. After the
model event there was the opening ceremony followed by a "Welcome
Party" where the 6 invited guests were introduced and given gifts.
Taxis then took us to the city where we had an evening stand-up meal
with the president of the Japanese O Federation and other dignatories
including representatives from the the sponsors, Asahi and Perrier.
We ate lots of assorted sushi and seafood, then they brought out huge
platters of steak and chips, lots of caviar and spaghetti!
The next day was the classic race. The setting was marvellous, Mt.
Fuji loomed right up before us. The organisation was impeccable,
except that there were no loos after a 30minute walk to the start!.I
was quite nervous but apart from 2 'whoopsies' I was pleased with my
run. The terrain was very different from at home. Shin was amazed at
my time but I was surprised at how well the Japanese girls did. We
were awarded fantastic medals and had to give speeches over the
microphone. Alistair and I stood at a table for half an hour signing
autographs! We were both interviewed by Asahi newspaper but it is
only published in Japanese. Now on to World Cups in Sweden, Finalnd
and Russia.
-24-

ORIENTEER O F T H E Y E A R COMPETITION
This is an annual competition run by the three Auckland clubs on behalf of the Auckland
Orienteering Association and is open to all financial members of orienteering clubs. Entry is
free to Auckland club members; other club members pay $1 each. Non-members may run
in the events but will not be included in the O Y competition.
There are seven events during the year which are designated as OY's and in these
competitors earn points based on both their placing and time. The best five performances of
each competitor are counted to determine the orienteer of the year in each grade. The 1992
O Y events are:
OY1
OY2
OY3
OY4
OY5
OY6
OY7

June 28
July 19
August 2
August 16
August 30
September 13
September 27

SA
NW
C
WHO
SA
NW
C

Matakawau
Otakanini Topu
Temu Road
Phoebe's Lake
Waiuku
Waterfalls
Paparoa

The only changes from last year are in the names used to describe the junior grades which
now refer to the upper age limit. The courses and grades are as follows :

Difficult technically and physically
Course 1
M21E
Course 2
M21A, M35-A
W21E
Course 3
M-18A, M-20A, M40-A, M45-A
Course 4
M-16A, M21B, M50-A
W21A, W35-A
Difficult technically, moderate physically
Course 5
M35-B, M40-B, M55-A
W-18A, W-20A, W40-A, W45-A
Difficult technically, easy physically
Course 6
M45-B, M60-A, M65-A
W-16A, W-21B
Course 7
W35-B, W40-B, W45-B,
W50-A, W55-A, W60-A
Medium technically and physically
Course 8
M14A, MNLong
WNLong
Easy technically and physically
Course 9
M12A, MNShort
W12A, W14A, WNShort
Course 10
M-10
W-10
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Winning
time

Average
distance

65 mins

9.0 km

55 mins
50 mins

5.9 km
5.1 km

45 mins

4.5 km

45 mins

3.7 km

45 mins

3.4 km

40 mins

2.5 km

40 mins

3.4 km

40 mins

2.5 km

30 mins

1.6 km

A Kiwisport course will also be available which may use the course 10 controls but should
start and finish at a different place from the O Y competition.
The difference in physical difficulty is more important on hilly maps and those with large
areas of green. Such areas should be avoided on courses 6 to 10.
Grade Details:
Grades in orienteering are based on the age you will be on 31 December in the current year,
i.e. 31 December 1992 this year. The numbers in junior grades indicate the upper age limit
so M - 1 0 and W - 1 0 are for all ages up to and including 10 years, -12A for ages up to and
including 12 years etc. The 21 grades are open to all ages, "E" for elite orienteers, "A" for
less ambitious and "B" for less experienced or less fit. Then the grade numbers show the
minimum ages, 35-A or 35-B for ages 35 and upwards, 40-A or 40-B for ages 40 and
upwards, etc.
There are four novice courses, M e n and W o m e n Long ( M N L o n g and W N L o n g ) and M e n
and W o m e n Short (MNShort and WNShort). These grades are specially for beginners and
those w h o do not wish to compete on the more difficult courses.
Competitors can only register points in one grade and the grade in which you first run in an
O Y competition each year determines the grade in which your points will be recorded. If
you subsequently wish to change grades you must advise the O Y Statistician w h o will
remove any points earned in the previous grade and record points earned in events run after
notification of the change has been received.
Trophies:
To qualify for an O Y trophy or certificate competitors must have run in a minimum of four
of the seven events or earned more points than others in the grade w h o have run in at least
four events. Trophies are available for all grades but will only be awarded when this
qualification is met.
Joker:
Each competitor can select any one of the first six events as their Joker which will earn
them double the usual points. In the final event (OY7) all competitors earn double the usual
points. The course planner and controller of O Y 7 use O Y 6 as their final event so must
select their Joker event from thefirstfiveevents.
Competitors must register their choice of Joker event by completing the special form which
is available at O Y events. The forms may be registered at any time prior to the selected
event but no later than 10.30 am on the day of the selected event. The Joker choices will
remain confidential to the O Y Statistician until thefinalevent when the Jokers and their
respective points will be revealed.
The O Y

Statistician is Keith Stone, 8 Agathis Avenue, Mairangi Bay, Auckland 10.

Telephone 478-8224.
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New Zealand Juniors District Championships
In 1992 we will be holding 3 challenges against teams from Central Districts
and Wellington. In 1993 we hope to send a team to Christchurch.
In March the Auckland Juniors attended the Katoa Po All Night Relays and
the Central Districts OY1. In the All Night Relays the Auckland Junior Team
won as previously reported. In the OY our best 7 juniors acquitted themselves
well to narrowly beat Central Districts 173.1 points to 171.8 points.
Wellington scored 133.4.
In May we attended the North Island Championships hosted by Egmont
Orienteering Club. Our team consisted of:Kirsten Ambler
Sasha Middleton
Tania Robinson
Rachel Shuker
Charlotte Hood
Lisa Wakelin
Melissa Young

Peter Ambler
Daniel Sanders
Daniel Stevens
Robert Wakelin
Gavin Smith
Richard Bolt
Alex Hood

They all performed very well. So far only the points for the Classic event
have been calculated, the best 10 performances to count saw Auckland first
with 240.6 points, Central Districts second with 238.3 points and Wellington
third with 209.6 points. Well done team!
The highlight of the weekend for me was the non-orienteering competition
that Michael Wood organised on Saturday afternoon. This included gumboot
throwing at which Alex Hood excelled, egg throwing or rather catching and
both our teams did well here finishing second and third. Well done Peter
Ambler, Robert Wakelin, Rachel Shuker and Alex Hood. The last event was
the three-legged obstacle race in which Charlotte Hood and Lisa Wakelin
finished second. Overall Auckland was the most consistent finishing first,
Central Districts second and Wellington third.
In September the third challenge will be held in conjuction with the Central
District Championships. The Auckland team for this event will be selected
from results of the Colour coded series and OY 1.
Lorri O'Brien
Auckland Junior Team Manager
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1992 Event For Auckland and Central Ditrict Areas
JUNE

SUN

7

C

Park

Churchill Park

SUN

14

WOC

Colour code

Whites Line

SUN

21

NW

Park

Ambury Park

SUN

21

ROT

CDOA OY4

Crater Block

SA

AOA Secondary School

THURS 25

JULY

AUG

SEPT

SUN

28

SUN

5

SUN

12

Champs

Waiuku

SA

OY1

Matakawau

C

Park

One Tree Hill

SA

NZ Secondary School
Champs

Waiuku

SUN

19

NW

OY2

Otakanini Topu

SUN

26

NW

Training Day

Otakanini Topu

SUN

26

T

CDOA OY5

Raroa

SUN

2

C

OY3

Temu Rd

SUN
SUN

9
16

C
WHO

Training Day
OY4

Temu Rd
Phoebes Lake

SUN

23

NW

Park

Huriwai

SUN

30

SA

OY5

SUN
SUN

13
20

NW
C

OY6
Park

SAT/SUN 19/20
SUN
FOR

27

C

Waiuku

Forest
Waterfalls
Auckland Domain

CDOA Champs
OY7

Short

O

Temu Rd

SALE

Fresh
10 boxes 24 cans $28 per box
flavours

Apple,
Apple/Orange
Apple/Mango

Ring Jeanine Browne

Ph
-28

528-6217

JET

PRINTLIMITED
Telephone 525-0479

Printed Black on White A4

1000

for

500 for $27.50

$37.50 inclGST
250 for $20.00

604 Great South Road,Greenlane. P.O. Box 51-572 Pakuranga, Auckland. Fax 5799-934.
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